
Expectations and Code of Conduct  

At Saints Peter and Paul we continue to frame our approach with our key principle of RESPECT.  We define respect 

in 3 ways:   Respect for self, Respect for others, Respect for our environment   

Behaviour that wilfully undermines the safety measures that the school has put in place or risks the safety of 

students or staff will not be tolerated  

Travelling to 
School:   

I agree to observe social distancing on the journey to and from school by:     
 If travelling by bus/ train/taxi:    
*All will be expected to wear a face mask in line with public guidance  
*Remaining 2m from the next person whilst waiting at the bus stop and on the way to the bus stop     
*Getting on the bus one person at a time leaving a 2m distance between each person     
*Sitting on separate seats to other passengers    
*Where possible sitting on alternate rows to other passengers    
*Remaining in my seat throughout the journey to and from school    
*Getting off the bus one person at a time leaving a 2m distance between each person as I get off and until I 
get home 

 
If travelling by car:     
* I the PARENT agree to drop off my child at school, and always remain in my vehicle   
* I the PARENT agree to collect my child at the end of the day at the specified times, and always 
remain in my vehicle   
*I the STUDENT agree to observe social distancing by remaining 2m from the nearest person on my way 
into school from the car, and on my way to the car from school 

 
If walking or using a bike:     
*I agree not to gather in groups on my way to school or at the school gate  
* I agree to dismount my bike at the gate and walk it down the cycle lane to the bike sheds (then 
follow the one-way system into school and enter via the gate on the top yard) 

In School:   *Where possible have my own hand sanitiser and use it regularly   
*On arrival proceed straight to the specified entrance and take my place in the line at the 2m marked 
intervals   
*Agree to have temperature taken if required  
*I agree to wash and sanitise hands at regular intervals    
*Remaining socially distant from the nearest person whilst moving around the school, in sessions, at 
the start and end of the day and during break periods  
*Observing the designated entry and exit points for each room  
*Observing the one-way systems in place  
*Observing social distancing rules in all areas of school including toilets and corridors  
*Complying with the allocated seating arrangements in the class   
*Remaining seated at the end of the session until dismissed by the teacher 

Health 
screening 
and early 
collection:  

I the PARENT agree to the following:    
*To the school carrying out the appropriate measures if my child reports unwell   
*To collect my child from school, within 30 minutes should the school deem that they appear to have 
become unwell   
*To keep my child at home should they display even the mildest symptom of any illness and let school know 
if appropriate   
*To collect my child from school within half an hour should they refuse to comply with the schools covid-19 
remit   
I the STUDENT    
* Agree to inform a member of staff when I am feeling unwell and follow the expected instructions and actions  

Respect:   *I will follow instructions at all times   
*Consider the safety and welfare of others as well as my own at all times  
*Agree to follow the respect pledge   
*Do not carry out any deliberate behaviour to cause anxiety or fear amongst peers and staff (this includes 
breaking social distancing guidelines, touching things unnecessarily, forced or deliberate coughing or 
spitting)   

  


